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At the moment of conception, there’s something that ties publicity to art. In that spark of inspiration 

the artist finally understands, after hours or days of work and hesitation, how he must complete his 

painting. At that same moment, a copywriter condenses an idea in the form of a slogan. I imagine the 

excitement of the painter and the copywriter are very similar. The differences lie not so much in the 

form as in the message and the tone: one is open and questioning; the other is univocal and 

imperative. 

 

The analogies between art and advertising acquire an air of sophistication and cool in the television 

series Mad Men, in which the scriptwriters allure the audience with the inspired campaigns of the 

handsome protagonist, Don Draper. In the first episode, Draper enters a meeting with the managers of 

the tobacco company Lucky Strike without a single good idea to present to them. The men from Lucky 

become impatient and are prepared to leave when, suddenly, Draper pulls the perfect slogan out of 

thin air. Throughout the episodes, the agency frequently depends on these sudden revelations. At 

times, the slogans present themselves as aphorisms, philosophical essays condensed in less characters 

than a tweet, a better invention than literature because, unlike the latter, they play a role in the real 

world. Further still: in its use of words, drawings, photographs, film and music, advertising becomes a 

Gesamtkunstwerk. 

 

Like so many pop artists, Richard Hamilton (London, 1922-2011) made use of the images and slogans 

of advertisements. His seminal work Just what is it that makes today's homes so different, so 

appealing?, of which I spoke a few weeks ago, is the best example. His paintings of the late 1950s and 

1960s are more abstract, more veiled, but retain the same irony. Hamilton portrays the prototype of 

the modern man dressed as an American football player and finds eloquent analogies between the 

curves of women and those of the sports cars advertised in magazines. In the exhibition there is also a 

projection of a short documentary made in the late 60s in which Hamilton explains the motivations 

behind some of his works. There is a moment in the video where he speaks over a quick sequence of 

images –cars, home appliances, voluptuous young women– in a series of short phrases which portray 

some of the myths of consumer society. His sharp irony reminds one of the parodies of the ‘American 

Way of Life’ in the songs of Frank Zappa. 
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In his attempt to adopt the language of consumerism, Hamilton went one step beyond his pop peers. 

He took his admiration for the designs of the German brand Braun to the extreme of producing a 

replica of one of its electric toothbrushes, although with one slight difference: on the top he didn’t 

insert a brush, but false teeth which, at the touch of the switch, vibrated. Its title: The Critic Laughs. 

Despite being a useless invention, Hamilton took great care in reproducing all that revolves around any 

consumer product, from the case made to size to the advertisements and the instructions manual. The 

artist’s signature appears on the minimalist surface in the same typography used by Braun for their 

products. Sixty of these were made, each of them resting in an elegant black case as if they were 

luxury items. Hamilton would go even further when he shot a TV advert for his product in 1980. With 

sharp irony, he played on the cheap eroticism on which so much advertising is based. Subversively, 

Hamilton had made an artwork out of the process any consumer product goes through: design, 

production, advertising, sales. 

 

The cigarettes and soft drinks that the Don Drapers of the world sell are piled in kiosks and 

supermarkets whereas Hamilton’s electrical appliance is exhibited hygienically in a glass case. The 

difference between them is the look we project on them. Our eyes treat consumer products as 

symbols which, if the admen have done their job well, will attract us and make us buy them; in the 

case of Hamilton’s work, the illustrated critic observes it with a smile, revelling in the fact that he or 

she is standing before a very refined criticism of consumer society. Yet I think the laughs don’t end 

here. Because deep down we all know that the enormous machine of mass media is immune to this 

kind of jokes. 

 

In advertising, mass-produced objects are presented to us as if they were unique and exclusive. As 

opposed to a painting, one doesn’t appreciate Hamilton’s electric tool better because they own it. Its 

force lies in the very idea, in the audacity of using advertising’s venality as art. And yet each of 

Hamilton’s sixty useless, identical objects have been bought by museums or private collectors. Is it 

maybe that consumerist fetishism is not only an ill of the anonymous masses? Towards whom does 

Richard Hamilton point his intelligent smile? 

 

Richard Hamilton. Museo Nacional Centro de Arte Reina Sofía. Santa Isabel 52, Madrid. Until 13 

October. 

 

 
Richard Hamilton, The Critic Laughs, 1971-72. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cze6swH0QhY
http://www.museoreinasofia.es/en/exhibitions/richard-hamilton

